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Abstract

Background: Front-of-neck access (FONA) is an emergency procedure used as a last resort to achieve a patent airway in

the prehospital environment. In this systematic review with meta-analysis, we aimed to evaluate the number and

success rate of FONA procedures in the prehospital setting, including changes since 2017, when a surgical technique was

outlined as the first-line prehospital method.

Methods: A systematic literature search (PROSPERO CRD42022348975) was performed from inception of databases to July

2022 to identify studies in patients of any ageundergoingprehospital FONA, followedbydata extraction.Meta-analysiswas

used to derive pooled success rates. Methodological quality of included studies was interpreted using the Cochrane risk of

bias tool, and rated using the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) approach.

Results: From 909 studies, 69 studies were included (33 low quality; 36 very low quality) with 3292 prehospital FONA

attempts described (1229 available for analysis). The crude median success rate increased from 99.2% before 2017 to

100.0% after 2017. Meta-analysis revealed a pooled overall FONA success rate of 88.0% (95% confidence interval [CI],

85.0e91.0%). Surgical techniques had the highest success rate at a median of 100.0% (pooled rate¼92.0%; 95% CI,

88.0e95.0%) vs 50.0% for needle techniques (pooled rate¼52.0%; 95% CI, 28.0e76.0%).

Conclusions: Despite being a relatively rare procedure in the prehospital setting, the success rate for FONA is high. A

surgical technique for FONA appears more successful than needle techniques, and supports existing UK prehospital

guidelines.

Systematic review protocol: PROSPERO CRD42022348975.
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� Since 2017, a surgical front-of-neck technique has

been promoted as the recommended method for

prehospital emergency airway access, but it is un-

clear whether this has improved success rates.

� This systematic review shows a median success rate

of 100.0% after 2017, with a pooled success rate of

88.0%.
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� Clinicians should be aware that despite it being a rare

procedure in the prehospital setting, the surgical

technique has a high success rate in adults. More

research in paediatric patients is required.
In the prehospital setting, patients present with airway

compromise for a variety of reasons, including cardiac arrest

and traumatic injury. Prehospital teams and emergency
thesia. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
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Systematic review of success of prehospital FONA - 637
services throughout the world are equipped to perform airway

interventions, ranging from essential measures such as bag-

valve-mask ventilation, to intubation, including prehospital

emergency anaesthesia (PHEA).1,2 Front-of-neck access

(FONA) is a technique used to achieve a patent airway in an

emergency.2 It can be used as either a primary airway inter-

vention (e.g. if a patient is trapped) or as a rescue technique in

a failed intubation by rescue personnel who have been

appropriately trained.2

There are a selection of techniques available for FONA.3 In

the UK, the Difficult Airway Society (DAS) recommends a

horizontal scalpel incision, followed by a bougie and then a

size 6.0 tracheal tube using a twisting motion for adults in a

‘can’t intubate, can’t oxygenate’ (CICO) rescue scenario.4 The

UK prehospital guidelines published in 2017 reflect the DAS

guidance, recommending the same approach for all patients

older than 8 yrs.4,5 However, other techniques are available,

including needle cricothyroidotomy or formal tracheostomy

procedures, often using the Seldinger technique.3 Two previ-

ous systematic reviews have looked at FONA in a prehospital

setting.2,3 Hubble and colleagues2 included four needle crico-

thyroidotomy studies and eighteen surgical technique studies

and showed a pooled success rate of 65.8% for the needle

technique and 90.5% for the surgical technique.2 Langvad and

colleagues3 also reviewed prehospital and in-hospital success

rates using a variety of airway techniques. Success rates var-

ied, with no technique shown to be superior. Studies were

noted to be small, heterogenous, and often performed in lab-

oratory or simulated conditions.3 The authors stated that,

although no difference in success rate was found, a surgical

technique did appear to be quicker than a Seldinger tech-

nique.3 These reviews predate more recent prehospital guid-

ance and contemporaneous publications relating to success

rates of FONA in this setting. Hence, there is limited up-to-date

understanding of the success rates of FONA and how these

have changed over time.5 It is also unclear if different pre-

hospital team configurations and population groups influence

the success rate of FONA.

The aim of this systematic review was to establish an es-

timate of the number of FONA attempts and success rate in

patients requiring this airway intervention in the prehospital

setting, incorporating both military, civilian, paediatric and

adult data. In addition, comparisons were made between

techniques, population groups, and prehospital team config-

urations to help guide future training and research.
Methods

We performed a systematic review of the literature reporting

use of FONA for prehospital emergency airway management.
Table 1 Electronic database search terms combined with Boolean op

Terms for prehospital
Prehospital OR ‘pre-hospital’ OR ‘non hospital’ OR ‘non-hospital’ O
Terms for FONA
‘Surgical airway’ OR cricothyroidotomy OR cricotomy OR cricotrach
intercricothyrotomy OR ‘front of neck access’
Terms for emergency
Emergency OR emergencies
Our primary outcome was the success rate of FONA attempts.

Secondary outcomes were the success rates of individual

FONA techniques, the success rate following the updated

guidelines of 2017, the success rate for both adult and paedi-

atric respectively, and the success rate of different prehospital

providers.5 This systematic review was carried out in accor-

dance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Meta-Analyses

(PRISMA) guidelines and was prospectively entered onto the

PROSPERO register (CRD42022348975).6,7

Electronic database searching was carried out in line with

PRISMA guidelines. PubMed, Web of Science, Cochrane, OVID,

Medline, and Embase were searched independently by two

reviewers (PA and SM) using Medical Subject Headings (MESH)

terms combined with the Boolean operator ‘AND’ (Table 1).

The search dates start from the inception of each database to

the date each search was performed (all on July 26, 2022). Non-

English language papers, abstracts, and other non-published

data were excluded; abstracts and non-published data were

excluded to ensure the included literature had been peer-

reviewed.

Titles and abstracts were uploaded to EndNote 20 (Clarivate

Analytics, Boston, MA, USA), duplicates were removed, and

relevant titles were selected by two independent reviewers (PA

and SM). Where indicated, full-text papers were reviewed for

inclusion or exclusion based on predefined criteria (Table 2).

Reference lists were screened for relevant titles for

completeness.

For studies deemed relevant by abstract, the full-text

report was retrieved and examined further for compliance

with the inclusion criteria. There were no relevant unpub-

lished materials or conference abstracts excluded because

they lacked a full report. There were no disagreements be-

tween the two independent reviewers about the inclusion of

studies.

Records of each database search were kept, the date, total

number of hits, number of duplicates removed, number

excluded based on title, number excluded based on abstract

and full text for each reviewer. All titles were stored on

EndNote 20. The two reviewers (PA and SM) extracted data

independently into Excel (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond,

WA, USA). Extracted information included: authors, year, title,

country, study design, study setting, time period, number of

participants, study population, primary outcome measure,

secondary outcome measures, inclusion and exclusion

criteria, details of surgical technique used and indication for

FONA (if reported), and study conclusions. Information

collected for risk of bias assessment for individual study

methodology and reporting included: participant selection,

participant and allocation concealment, handling of incom-

plete outcome data, and outcome reporting.
erator ‘AND’. FONA, front-of-neck access.

R ‘out of hospital’

eotomy OR ‘FONA’ OR tracheotomy OR tracheostomy OR



Table 2 Inclusion and exclusion criteria. FONA, front-of-neck access.

Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria

Study design Randomised controlled trials comparing
the success rate of front of neck access
(surgical airway) with control/
alternative techniques. Prospective or
retrospective observational cohort
studies, case series, or case reports.

Unpublished material (PhD/MSc thesis),
letters to the editor, reviews and
conference abstracts.

Participants Human subjects of any age undergoing
prehospital emergency airway
management with a tracheal tube
through front of neck access (surgical
airway/cricothyroidotomy).

Animal or cadaveric studies

Outcome Reported FONA success rates
Language English language papers Non-English language papers
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After data extraction, results were compiled, and me-

dians were calculated using Excel (Microsoft Corp., Red-

mond, WA, USA) for the various population groups (data are

not normally distributed). Success rates were presented as

median (range) to allow comparison with other studies.8

Meta-analysis was used to derive pooled success rates

calculated assuming a random effects model using the

inverse-variance method, with 95% confidence intervals

(95% CIs) calculated using the Wilson method. Results of

meta-analysis are presented as forest plots. Heterogeneity

was established using I2 statistics. Analysis was performed

using R4.2.1 (The R Foundation for Statistical Computing,

Vienna, Austria) using the ‘meta’ package.9 Planned sub-

group analysis included: (1) pre- and post-2017 data; (2)

paediatric-only data, (3) FONA technique, and (4) type of

prehospital team performing FONA.

The Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Develop-

ment, and Evaluation (GRADE) approach was used to rate the

reliability of evidence from each included study.10 As part of

this, limitations of included study designs and execution were

assessed using the Cochrane risk of bias tool.11 Quality

appraisal was carried out by both reviewers (PA and SM)

independently. There were no disagreements between the

reviewers regarding the risk of bias and GRADE rating.
Results

A total of 909 studies were identified. After duplicates were

removed 423 studies were screened, with a total of 69 studies

included (Fig 1). In total, 3292 prehospital FONA attempts are

described (n ¼ 1229 available for analysis). Success rates

ranged from 0.0% to 100.0%, with a median of 100.0%.

Supplementary Table S1 details the findings of each included

study; the quality of evidence findings are available in

Supplementary Table S2.12e52,56e60,62e84 Thirty-three studies

were low quality and 36 were very low quality.

The crude median FONA success for data before 2017 (46

studies, 981 FONA attempts) was 99.2% (range, 0.0e100.0%).

From 2017 onwards (10 studies, 248 FONA attempts), the

median FONA success rate was 100.0% (range, 33.3e100.0%).

Including all studies in a meta-analysis revealed a pooled

success rate for FONA of 88.0% (95% CI, 85.0e91.0%; 1119 out

of 1229 patients) (Fig 2). Pooled success rates for pre-2017

and post-2017 data remained relatively consistent at 88.0%

(95% CI, 84.0e91.0%; 881 out of 968 patients) and 88.0% (95%
CI, 77.0e94.0%; 238 out of 261 patients), respectively

(Supplementary Fig. S1).

Table 3 shows the success rates for surgical vs needle vs

tracheostomy kits (when success rates could be separated out

into technique and when information on the technique used

was available). The needle technique had the lowest median

success rate at 50.0% (range, 0.0e100.0%) but only included 19

attempts. For tracheostomy kits, data from 219 patients were

included with a median success rate of 93.0% (0.0e100.0%).

Surgical FONA technique (n ¼ 603) had the highest median

success rate of 100.0% (range, 62.5e100.0%). Pooled success

rates were: needle, 52.0% (95% CI, 28.0e76.0%); tracheostomy

kit, 87.0% (95% CI, 82.0e91.0%); surgical technique, 92.0% (95%

CI, 88.0e95.0%) (see Supplementary Fig. S2).

In the five paediatric-only studies (29 patients undergoing

FONA), the median FONA success rate was 100.0% (range,

0.0e100.0%) with a pooled success rate of 74.0% (95% CI,

56.0e87.0%; 22 out of 29 patients) (Supplementary Fig. S3a).

One study detailed two attempts at needle FONA resulting in

failure and complications including barotrauma.13 Another

showed success with both the needle (patient aged 2) and

surgical technique (patient aged 14).15 The study with themost

paediatric patients (n ¼ 22) did not detail further the FONA

technique(s) used.51

In the 14 military-only studies (n ¼ 192), median FONA

success rate was 81.5% (range, 33.3e100.0%) with a pooled

success rate of 81.0% (95% CI, 69.0e89.0%) (Supplementary

Fig. S3b). The median success rate for emergency medical

services team (n¼85) was 93.8% with a pooled success rate of

81% (95% CI, 690e89.0%). The median success rate for a flight

nurse led team (n¼263) was 99.3%with a pooled success rate of

94.0% (95% CI, 86.0e98.0%). The median success rate of a

paramedic led team (n¼223) was 94.3% with a pooled success

rate of 90.0% (95% CI, 86.0e94.0%). The median success rate of

a physician led team (n¼302) was 100.0%with a pooled success

rate of 89.0% (95% CI, 83.0e93.0%) (Supplementary Table S3

and Supplementary Fig. S4).
Discussion

Overall, the success rate for FONA in the prehospital setting is

high, with a crude median of 100.0% and a pooled success rate

of 88.0%. This suggests that the procedure is safe, especially

given that this represents the last-ditch attempt at securing an

airway.
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Identification of studies via other methods

Records identified from:
  PubMed (n=156)
  Cochrane trials (n=10)
  Cochrane reviews (n=3)
  Embase (n=350)
  Web of knowledge (n=187)
  Ovid Medline (n=179)

Records screened
(n=399)

Reports not retrieved
(n=0)

Reports not retrieved
(n=0)

Records excluded on
titles/abstracts**
(n=303)

Reports sought for retrieval
(n=96)

Reports sought for retrieval
(n=24)

Reports assessed for eligibility
(n=96)

Reports assessed for eligibility
(n=24)

Studies included in review
(n=69)

Reports excluded:
 Review article (n=10)
 Non-English language (n=10)
 Conference proceeding (n=8)
 Emergency department data
 not separated (n=9)
 Follow up paper (n=2)
 No surgical airways (n=3)

Reports excluded:
  Emergency department data
  not separated (n=6)
  Abstract only (n=2)
  Same dataset (n=1)

Records identified from:
  Websites (n=0)
  Organisations (n=0)
  Reference searching (n=18)
  Other (n=6)

Records removed before
screening:
  Duplicate records
  removed (n=486)
  Records marked as ineligible
  by automation tools (n=0)
  Records removed for other
  reasons (n=0)

Fig 1. PRISMA diagram summarising results of the systematic literature review. PRISMA, Preferred Reporting Items for Meta-Analyses.
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Since the introduction of the 2017 prehospital anaesthesia

guidelines recommending a surgical technique for FONA, a

small improvement of 0.8% has been seen in the median

success rate.5 This is in keeping with the finding that a surgical

FONA technique has the highest crude median success rate of

100.0%, although the pooled subgroup analysis results for pre-

and post-2017 studies reveal a similar success rate of 88%. The

study by Beit Ner and colleagues46 is likely to have had an

impact on this lack of improvement, which used tracheos-

tomies rather than the recommended surgical technique for

FONA and also included military data.5

In terms of FONA technique, needle cricothyrotomy,

although performed in a relatively small number of patients

(n¼19) compared with the surgical technique (n ¼ 603), had a

crude median success rate of half that of the surgical tech-

nique (50.0% vs 100.0%), which was echoed by the pooled

success rates (52% for needle vs 92% for surgical). These find-

ings are consistent with previous systematic reviews by Hub-

ble and colleagues2 and Langvad and colleagues.3 Owing to the

scarcity of patients having needle cricothyrotomy, it is difficult

to draw any firm conclusions about which technique is best,

although it would seem that surgical approaches are more

preferred in real-world scenarios and are in keeping with the

latest guidance.4,5

It is important to note that ‘success rate’ may be defined

differently depending on the study. ‘Success’ is assumed to

mean cannulation of the trachea via the front of the neck, but

whether this results in successful ventilation and prevention
of hypoxia is not always clear. In addition, if hypoxia has

already occurred before the FONA attempt with corresponding

poor long-term patient outcomes, it remains difficult to define

the FONA as ‘successful’. Barnard and colleagues52 reported 28

out of 32 FONA attempts were successful, but also commented

on significant complications amongst six patients (e.g. left

main stem intubation). The significance of left main stem

intubation, for example is unclear as, if recognised early, the

harm to the patient is likely to be minimal. However, in the

study by Bair and colleagues,20 although all FONA attempts

were ultimately deemed successful, FONA attempts in nine

out of 22 patients took more than 2 min to be performed. This

time could have potentially resulted in a prolonged period of

hypoxia, depending on attempts at oxygenation before FONA.

Because of these discrepancies, future studies investigating

FONA should carefully define ‘success’ and give more

emphasis on long-term patient outcomes.

Overall, paediatric FONA had a median crude success rate

of 100%, although this ranged from 0% to 100% with a pooled

success rate of 74%. At present, DAS recommends percuta-

neous cannula cricothyroidotomy in situations of cannot

intubate and cannot ventilate in children aged 1e8 yr.53

However, this approach is not risk-free. In an observational

study amongst paediatric trauma patients by Nakayama and

colleagues,13 of only two on-scene needle cricothyroidotomies

performed because of the inability to place a tracheal tube,

both were unsuccessful and led to massive subcutaneous

emphysema, although both these children were older than 8
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1.00
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0.90
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0.62
1.00
1.00
0.75
0.94
0.88
1.00
0.88
1.00
1.00
0.90
1.00
1.00
0.73
1.00
1.00

[0.53; 0.90] 3.4%
0.7%
2.6%
0.9%
3.6%
5.7%
1.6%
2.5%
0.9%
1.2%
3.8%
0.7%
0.7%
1.6%
4.5%
0.9%
0.9%
0.9%
3.2%
2.4%
3.2%
2.4%
3.1%
0.8%
0.9%
0.8%
5.7%
0.8%
4.5%
0.9%
0.7%
0.8%
0.8%
2.6%
0.8%
0.7%
0.9%
3.1%
0.8%
0.7%
2.5%
0.7%
0.9%
1.3%
1.6%
2.4%
0.8%
2.4%
0.7%
0.7%
1.5%
0.8%
0.7%
3.3%
0.7%
0.9%

[0.21; 1.00]
[0.90; 0.99]
[0.85; 1.00]
[0.72; 0.95]
[0.81; 0.92]
[0.92; 1.00]
[0.81; 0.98]
[0.89; 1.00]
[0.06; 0.79]
[0.57; 0.90]
[0.21; 1.00]
[0.21; 1.00]
[0.92; 1.00]
[0.76; 0.94]
[0.68; 1.00]
[0.61; 1.00]
[0.77; 1.00]
[0.84; 0.98]
[0.58; 0 96]
[0.82; 0.98]
[0.62; 0 96]
[0.74; 0 96]
[0.34; 1.00]
[0.96; 1.00]
[0.44; 1.00]
[0.57; 0.78]
[0.44; 1.00]
[0.78; 0.94]
[0.82; 1.00]
[0.21; 1.00]
[0.34; 1.00]
[0.00; 0 66]
[0.88; 0.99]
[0.34; 1.00]
[0.21; 1.00]
[0.77; 1.00]
[0.74; 0.97]
[0.34; 1.00]
[0.21; 1.00]
[0.31; 0.86]
[0.21; 1.00]
[0.72; 1.00]
[0.30; 0.95]
[0.74; 0.99]
[0.64; 0.97]
[0.34; 1.00]
[0.64; 0.97]
[0.21; 1.00]
[0.21; 1.00]
[0.60; 0.98]
[0.34; 1.00]
[0.21; 1.00]
[0.48; 0.89]
[0.21; 1.00]
[0.74; 1.00]

0.88 [0.85; 0.91]Random effects model 1229 100.0%

Heterogeneity: I2=34%, τ2=0.3143, P<0.01

Fig 2. Success rates for all studies. 95% CI, 95% confidence interval.
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Table 3 Success rates of various techniques used for FONA. FONA, front-of-neck access.

Study Number of patients Success rate documented in manuscript (%)

Needle technique
Bulger and colleagues12 8 75.0
Nakayama and colleagues13 2 0.0
Shapey and colleagues14 4 50.0
Tollefsen and colleagues15 1 100.0
Warner and colleagues16 4 25.0
Surgical technique
Adams and colleagues17 17 76.5
Archan and colleagues18 1 100.0
Aziz and colleagues19 72 97.2
Bair and colleagues20 22 100.0
Boyle and colleagues21 69 98.6
Bulger and colleagues12 22 100.0
Cook and colleagues22 68 98.5
Germann and colleagues23 4 100.0
High and colleagues24 7 100.0
Jacobson and colleagues25 50 94.0
Lairet and colleagues26 15 86.7
Leibovici and colleagues27 16 93.8
Ljungqvist and colleagues28 2 100.0
Lockey and colleagues29 88 100.0
Mabry and colleagues30 3 100.0
Mabry and colleagues31 3 100.0
Metzger and colleagues32 1 100.0
Morris and colleagues33 2 100.0
Nugent and colleagues34 56 96.4
Paix and colleagues35 14 100.0
Ramgopal and colleagues36 2 100.0
Richards and colleagues37 1 100.0
Robinson and colleagues38 8 62.5
Rupprecht and colleagues39 1 100.0
Salvino and colleagues40 10 100.0
Schauer and colleagues41 2 100.0
Shapey and colleagues14 12 100.0
Soti and colleagues42 2 100.0
Thomas and colleagues43 10 90.0
Tollefsen and colleagues15 1 100.0
Warner and colleagues16 11 91.0
Wharton and Bennett44 1 100.0
Xeropotamos and colleagues45 11 100.0
Tracheostomy kit (including those using Seldinger technique)
Beit Ner and colleagues46 147 88.0
Combes and colleagues47 1 100.0
Germann and colleagues23 2 100.0
High and colleagues24 6 83.3
Katzenell and colleagues48 46 93.5
Leibovici and colleagues27 13 84.6
Schauer and colleagues41 2 0.0
Sudrial and colleagues49 1 100.0
Timmerman and colleagues50 1 100.0

Systematic review of success of prehospital FONA - 641
yr (age 12 and 15 yr, respectively). There was one successful

attempt of a needle cricothyroidotomy described in a 2-yr-old

child by Tollefsen and colleagues.15 The paediatric study with

the most patients (n ¼ 22) did not detail further the tech-

nique(s) used.51 Taken together with the overall lack of pae-

diatric data, it is difficult to draw any conclusions about the

most appropriate technique in the paediatric age groups. Dif-

ficulties with the needle technique have been shown in hos-

pital. Cook and colleagues54 reported that 12 out of 19 narrow-

bore cannula attempts failed and three out of seven wide-bore

cannula attempts failed. In contrast, the three first choice

surgical FONA attempts were successful.54 Given that data

appear to support surgical technique being superior to needle-
based approaches amongst adult patients, it may be that the

same should be advocated amongst paediatric patients,

although further research in this area is warranted to deter-

mine comparative success rates for each technique in the

paediatric population.

High success rates were seen for both physician-led pre-

hospital teams (highest crude median success rate at 100.0%)

and flight nurse teams (highest pooled success rates at 94%). In

contrast, military teams had the lowest crude median success

rate at 76.5% (pooled success rate of 81%). The higher success

rates seen amongst physician-led teams follow that of pre-

hospital tracheal intubation.8 The lower FONA success rates

observed in military teams may be attributable to team
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configuration (e.g. combat medic), type of injury pattern

encountered in military patients (e.g. blast injuries), the need

for FONA as the primary approach (which may increase the

complexity of the procedure), and the environment which

FONA is performed in. In contrast, physician-led teams are

more likely to use FONA as a rescue technique for failed

intubation attempts, rather than using it as the initial method

for securing the airway; over the past 20 yr in London, only 17

out of 72 FONA performed were immediate primary airway

interventions.19

This review incorporates several diverse population

groups, including the military setting, which results in het-

erogeneity with an I2 of 34% (moderate heterogeneity).55

Particularly in the military studies, the training behind the

medical team performing FONA is not always clear as they are

referred to as ‘combat medics’ or ‘military medics’.26,30,52,56e60

There are also differences worldwide in the setup of pre-

hospital teams and the standard FONA technique used; the

2017 guidelines were based on the UK DAS guidelines andmay

therefore not have been utilised outside of the UK.5,61 There is

also difficulty in extracting success rates before and after 2017

in datasets that overlap this time period with different tech-

niques still being used despite the update in guidance.46,62

Several of the studies included either did not report suc-

cess rates or rates could not be reliably calculated (e.g.

complication rates could not be separated from failure

rates).56,58,60,63e72 If these studies reported FONA success

rates, it may have altered the findings of this systematic re-

view, particularly within certain population groups. As an

example, Diggs and colleagues63 would potentially add more

than 1000 patients to the Emergency Medical Services group.

Also, by choosing to include case reports, we are likely to

have some systemic and publication bias to those that have a

positive outcome and successful FONA; the small numbers of

these case reports are unlikely to significantly impact on the

results seen and instead give us some insight into unusual

prehospital situations, such as FONA after failed intubation in

a patient who developed facial and oropharyngeal oedema

secondary to envenomation after a snakebite.37

It should also be noted that the studies are of low or very

low quality. In time-critical settings, prehospital settings, or

both, there are substantial practical and ethical difficulties in

performing randomised controlled trials, which compare

different FONA techniques. Therefore, data derived from

observational studies are likely to be the best available evi-

dence. Indeed, many of the studies incorporate very large data

sets, particularly in the military setting, and review prolonged

periods to help guide our understanding.

Overall, despite being a relatively rare procedure in the

prehospital setting, the success rate for FONA is high. Surgical

techniques for FONA appear to bemore successful than needle

techniques, and this supports the existing UK guidelines

advocating the use of surgical FONA in the prehospital setting.

More research is required in the paediatric population to

determine the most successful FONA technique. We

encourage other countries to review their guidelines and

would support the development of an international database

to which data relating to any FONA access attempt can

contribute to further research of this rare event.
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